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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Validation Summary Report (VSR) summarizes the results and

conclusions of validation testing/performed on the AlsyCOMP_013,

V2.0 using Version 1.8 of the Ada* Compiler Validation Capability

(ACVC). The AlsyCOMP_013 V2.0, is hosted on a IBM PC AT operating

under PC/DOS, V3.1. Programs processed by this compiler may be
executed on a IBM 370 3084Q operating under MVS, V3.2. L.

On-site testing was performed 27th April 1987 through 30th April

1987 at ALSYS Ltd, Henley-on-Thames, under the direction of the ivo f
National Computing Centre (AVF), according to Ada Validation

Organization (AVO) policies and procedures. The AVF identified

2246 of the 2399 tests in ACVC Version 1.8 to be processed during

on-site testing of the compiler. The 19 tests withdrawn at the

time of validation testing, as well as the 134 executable tests
that make use of floating-point precision exceeding that supported

by the implementation were not processed. After the 2246 tests
were processed, results for Class A, C, D, or E tests were

examined for correct execution. Compilation listings for Class B

tests were analyzed for correct diagnosis of syntax and semantic
errors. Compilation and link results of Class L tests were
analyzed for correct detection of errors. There were 41 of the
processed tests determined to be inapplicable; The remaining 2205
tests were passed.

The results of validation are summarized in the following table:

RESULT CHAPTER TOTAL

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14

Passed 105 269 352 238 161 97 134 262 121 32 217 217 2205

Failed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Inapplicable 11 56 68 9 0 0 5 0 9 0 1 16 175

Withdrawn 0 5 5 0 0 1 1 2 4 0 1 0 19

TOTAL 116 330 425 247 161 98 140 264 134 32 219 233 2399

The AVF concludes that these results demonstrate acceptable
conformity to ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A Ada.

*Ada is a registered trademark of the United States Government
(Ada Joint Program Office).
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This Validation Summary Report (VSR) describes the extent to which a
specific Ada compiler conforms to the Ada Standard. This report
explains all technical terms used within it and thoroughly reports the
results of testing this compiler using the Ada Compiler Validation
Capability (ACVC). An Ada compiler must be implemented according to
the Ada Standard and any implementation-dependent features must
conform to the requirements of the Ada Standard. The Ada Standard
must be implemented in its entirety, and nothing can be implemented
that is not in the Standard.

Even though all validated Ada compilers conform to the Ada Standard,
it must be understood that some differences do exist between
implementations. The Ada Standard permits some implementation
dependencies--for example, the maximum length of identifiers or the
maximum values of integer types. Other differences between compilers
result from characteristics of particular operating systems, hardware,
or implementation strategies. All of the dependencies demonstrated
during the process of testing this compiler are given in this report.

The information in this report is derived from the test results
produced during validation testing. The validation process includes
submitting a suite of standardized tests, the ACVC, as inputs to an
Ada compiler and evaluating the results. The purpose of validating is
to ensure conformity of the compiler to the Ada Standard by testing
that the compiler properly implements legal language constructs and
that it identifies and rejects illegal language constructs. The

* testing also identifies behaviour that is implementation dependent but
permitted by the Ada Standard. Six classes of tests are used. These
tests are designed to perform checks at compile time, at link time,
and during execution.

1-1



INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE OF THIS VALIDATION SUMMARY REPORT

This VSR documents the results of the validation testing performed on
an Ada compiler. Testing was carried out for the following purposes:

* To attempt to identify any language constructs supported by the
compiler that do not conform to the Ada Standard

- To attempt to identify any unsupported language constructs
required by the Ada Standard.

To determine that the implementation-dependent behaviour is
allowed by the Ada Standard

Testing of this compiler was conducted by NCC under the direction of
the AVF according to policies and procedures established by the Ada
Validation Organisation (AVO). On-site testing was conducted from 27
April 1987 through 30 April 1987 at ALSYS Ltd, Henley-on-Thames.

*1.2 USE OF THIS VALIDATION SUMMARY REPORT

Consistent with the national laws of the originating country, the AVO
may make full and free public disclosure of this report. In the
United States, this is provided in accordance with the "Freedom of
Information Act" (5 U.S.C. 552). The results of this validation
apply only to the computers, operating systems, and compiler versions
identified in this report.

The organisations represented on the signature page of this report do
not represent or warrant that all statements set forth in this report
are accurate and complete, or that the subject compiler has no
nonconformities to the Ada Standard other than those presented.
Copies of this report are available to the public from:

Ada Information Clearinghouse
Ada Joint Program Office

* OUSDRE
The Pentagon, Rm 3D-139 (Fern Street)
Washington DC 20301-3081

or from:

* Ada Validation Facility
The National Computing Centre Ltd
Oxford Road
Manchester
M1 7ED
United Kingdom

1-2



INTRODUCTION

Questions regarding this report or the validation test results should
be directed to the AVF listed above or to:

Ada Validation Organization
Institute for Defense Analyses
1801 North Beauregard
Alexandria VA 22311

1.3 REFERENCES

1. Reference Manual for the Ada Programming Language,
ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A, FEB 1983.

2. Ada Validation Organization: Policies and ProceduresMITRE
Corporation, JUN 1982, PB 83-110601.

3. Ada Compiler Validation Capability Implementer's Guide,
SofTech, Inc., DEC 1984.

1.4 DEFINITION OF TERMS

ACVC The Ada Compiler Validation Capability. A set of programs
that evaluates the conformity of a compiler to the Ada
language specification, ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A.

Ada Standard ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A, February 1983.

Applicant The agency requesting validation.

AVF The National Computing Centre Ltd. In the context of
this report, the AVF is responsible for conducting
compiler validations according to established policies
and procedures.

AVO The Ada Validation Organization. In the context of this
report, the AVO is responsible for setting procedures for
compiler validations.

Compiler A processor for the Ada language. In the context of this
report, a compiler is any language processor, including
cross-compilers, translators, and interpreters.

Failed test A test for which the compiler generates a result that
demonstrates nonconformity to the Ada Standard.

1-3
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INTRODUCTION

Host The computer on which the compiler resides.

Inapplicable A test that uses features of the language that a compiler
test is not required to support or may legitimately support in

a way other than the one expected by the test.

Passed test A test for which a compiler generates the expected

result.

Target The computer for which a compiler generates code.

Test A program that checks a compiler's conformity regarding a
particular feature or features to the Ada Standard. In
the context of this report, the term is used to designate
a single test, which may comprise one or more files.

Withdrawn A test found to be incorrect and not used to check
conformity to test the Ada language specification. A
test may be incorrect because it has an invalid test
objective, fails to meet its test objective, or contains

0 illegal or erroneous use of the language.

1.5 ACVC TEST CLASSES

Conformity to the Ada Standard is measured using the ACVC. The ACVC
contains both legal and illegal Ada prog -ms structured into six test
classes: A, B, C, D, E, and L. The first letter of a test name
identifies the class to which it belongs. Class A, C, D, and E tests
are executable, and special program units are used to report their
results during execution. Class B tests are expected to produce
compilation errors. Class L tests are expected to produce link errors.

Class A tests check that legal Ada programs can be successfully
compiled and executed. However, no checks are performed during
execution to see if the test objective has been met. For example, a
Class A test checks that reserved words of another language (other
than those already reserved in the Ada language) are not treated as
reserved words by an Ada compiler. A Class A test is passed if no
errors are detected at compile time and the program executes to
produce a PASSED message.

Class B tests check that a compiler detects illegal language usage.
0. Class B tests are not executable. Each test in this class is compiled

and the resulting compilation listing is examined to verify that every
syntax or semantic error in the test is detected. A Class B test is
passed if every illegal construct that it contains is detected by the
compiler.

1-4



INTRODUCTION

Class C tests check that legal Ada programs can be correctly compiled
and executed. Each Class C test is self-checking and produces a
PASSED, FAILED, or NOT APPLICABLE message indicating the result when
it is executed.

Class D tests check the compilation and execution capabilities of a
compiler. Since there are no requirements placed on a compiler by the
Ada Standard for some parameters--for example, the number of
identifiers permitted in a compilation or the number of units in a
library--a compiler may refuse to compile a Class D test and still be
a conforming compiler. Therefore, if a Class D test fails to compile
because the capacity of the compiler is exceeded, the test is
classified as inapplicable. If a Class D test compiles successfully,
it is self-checking and produces a PASSED or FAILED message during
execution.

Each Class E test is self-checking and produces a NOT APPLICABLE,
PASSED, or FAILED message when it is compiled and executed. However,
the Ada Standard permits an implementation to reject programs

* containing some features addressed by Class E tests during
compilation. Therefore, a Class E test is passed by a compiler if it

3 is compiled successfully and executes to produce a PASSED message, or
if it is rejected by the compiler for an allowable reason.

Class L tests check that incomplete or illegal Ada programs involving
multiple, separately compiled units are detected and not allowed to
execute. Class L tests are compiled separately and execution is
attempted. A Class L test passes if it is rejected at link time--that
is, an attempt to execute the main program must generate an error

message before any declarations in the main program or any units
referenced by the main program are elaborated.

Two library units, the package REPORT and the procedure CHECKFILE,
support the self-checking features of the executable tests. The
package REPORT provides the mechanism by which executable tests report
PASSED, FAILED, or NOT APPLICABLE results. It also provides a set of
identity functions used to defeat some compiler optimization

* allowed by the Ada Standard that would circumvent a test objective.
The procedure CHECK FILE is used to check the contents of text files

Y written by some of the Class C tests for chapter 14 of the Ada
Standard. The operation of these units is checked by a set of
executable tests. These tests produce messages that are examined to
verify that the units are operating correctly. If these units are not

* operating correctly, then the validation is not attempted.

1-5
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INTRODUCTION

The text of the tests in the ACVC follow conventions that are intended
to ensure that the tests are reasonably portable without modification.
For example, the tests make use of only the basic set of 55
characters, contain lines with a maximum length of 72 characters, use
small numeric values, and place features that may not be supported by
all implementations in separate tests. However, some tests contain
values that require the test to be customized according to
implementation-specific values--for example, an illegal file name. A
list of the values used for this validation are listed in Appendix C.

A compiler must correctly process each of the tests in the suite and
N" demonstrate conformity to the Ada Standard either meeting the pass

criteria given for the test or by showing that the test is
inapplicable to the implementation. Any test that was determined to
contain an illegal language construct or an erroneous language
construct is withdrawn from the ACVC and, therefore, is not used in
testing a compiler. The tests withdrawn at the time of validation are
given in Appendix D.

0

4.
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CHAPTER 2

CONFIGURATION INFORMATION

2.1 CONFIGURATION TESTED

The candidate compilation system for this validation was tested under
the following configuration:

Compiler: AlsyCOMP_013, V2.0

ACVC Version: 1.8

Certification Expiration Date: DD Month 1988

Host Computer:

Machine : IBM PC/AT

Operating System: PC/DOS
3.1

Memory Size: 640K (Main), 4M (Ram disk)

Target Computer:

Machine : IBM 370 3084Q

Operating System: MVS
3.2

Memory Size: 2M region

Communications Network: Ethernet and magnetic tape

2-1
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CONFIGURATION INFORMT.TION

2.2 IMPLEMENTATION CHARACTERISTICS

One of the purposes of validating compilers is to determine the
behaviour of a compiler in those areas of the Ada Standard that permit
implementations to differ. Class D and E tests specifically check for
such implementation differences. However, tests in other classes also
characterize an implementation. This compiler is characterized by the
following interpretations of the Ada Standard:

Capacities.

The compiler correctly processes compilations containing loop
statements nested to 17 levels, and recursive procedures
separately compiled as subunits nested to 17 levels. It
correctly processes a compilation containing 723 variables in
the same declarative part. (See tests D55AO3A..H (8 tests),
D56001B, D64005E..G (3 tests), and D29002K.)

Universal integer calculations.

An implementation is allowed to reject universal integer
calculations having values that exceed SYSTEM.MAX INT. This
implementation does not reject such calculations and processes

" them correctly. (See tests D4AO02A, D4AO02B, D4A004A, and
D4AO04B.)

Predefined types.

"* This implementation supports the additional predefined types
SHORTINTEGER, SHORT FLOAT, and LONGFLOAT, in the package
STANDARD. (See tests B86001C and B86001D.)

Based literals.

An implementation is allowed to reject a based literal with a
value exceeding SYSTEM.MAX INT during compilation, or it may
raise NUMEPIC ERROR or CONSTRAINT_ERROR during execution.
This implementation raises NUM-ERICERROR during execution.

• (See test E24101A.)

4- Array Types.

A An implementation is allowed to raise NUMERIC ERROR or
CONSTRAINT ERROR for an array having a 'LENGTH that exceeds
STANDARD.INTEGER'LAST and/ or SYSTEM.MAXINT.

A packed BOOLEAN array having a 'LENGTH exceeding INTEGER'LAST
raises NUMERIC ERROR when the array type is declared. (See
test C52103X.)

2-2
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CONFIGURATION INFORMATION

A packed two-dimensional BOOLEAN array with more than
INTEGER'LAST components raises NUMERIC ERROR when the array
type is declared. (See test C52104Y.)

A null array with one dimension of length greater than
INTEGER'LAST may raise NUMERIC ERROR or CONSTRAINTERROR
either when declared or assigned. Alternatively, an
implementation may accept the declaration. However, lengths
must match in array slice assignments. This implementation
raises NUMERICERROR when the array type is declared. (See
test E52103Y.)

In assigning one-dimensional array types, the expression
appears to be evaluated in its entirety before
CONSTRAINT ERROR is raised when checking whether the
expression's subtype is compatible with the target's subtype.
In assigning two-dimensional array types, the expression does
not appear to be evaluated in its entirety before
CONSTRAINT ERROR is raised when checking whether the
expressionts subtype is compatible with the target's subtype.

*(See test C52013A.)

I .Discriminated types.

During compilation, an implementation is allowed to either
accept or reject an incomplete type with discriminants that is
used in an access type definition with a compatible
discriminant constraint. This implementation accepts such
subtype indications during compilation. (See test E38104A.)

In assigning record types with discriminants, the expression
appears to be evaluated in its entirety before
CONSTRAINT ERROR is raised when checking whether the
expression's subtype is compatible with the target's subtype.
(See test C52013A.)

Aggregates.

* In the ev'altion of a multi-dimensional aggregate, all
choices appear to be evaluated before checking against the
index type. (See tests C43207A and C43207B.)

In the evaluation of an aggregate containing subaggregates,
all choices are evaluated before being checked for identical

* bounds. (See test E43212B.)

All choices are evaluated before CONSTRAINTERROR is raised
if a bound in a nonnull range of a nonnull aggregate does not

belong to an index subtype. (See test E43211B.)
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Functions

An implementation may allow the declaration of a parameterless
function and an enumeration literal having the same profile in
the same immediate scope, or it may reject the function
declaration. If it accepts the function declarations, the use
of the enumeration literal's identifier denotes the function.
This implementation rejects the declarations. (See test
E66001D.)

Representation clauses.

The Ada Standard does not require an implementation to support
representation clauses. If a representation clause is not
supported, then the implementation must reject it. While the
operation of representation clauses is not checked by Version
1.8 of the ACVC, they are used in testing other language
features. This implementation rejects 'SIZE and 'STORAGE SIZE
for tasks, 'STORAGESIZE for collections, and 'SMALL clauses.
Enumeration representation clauses appear not to be supported.
(See tests C55B16A, C87B62A, C87B62B, C87B62C, and BCI002A.)

Pragmas.

The pragma INLINE is not supported for procedures. The
pragma INLINE is not supported for functions. (See tests
CA3004E and CA3004F.)

Input/Output.

The package SEQUENTIAL_10 can be instantiated with

unconstrained array types and record types with discriminants.
The package DIRECT 10 can be instantiated with unconstrained
array types and record types with discriminants without
defaults, however, USE ERROR will be raised if 10 operations
are attempted. (See tests AE2101C, AE2101H, CE2201D, CE2201E,
and CE2401D.)

An existing text file can be opened in OUT FILE mode, can be
created in OUT FILE mode, and can be created in INFILE mode.
(See test EE3102C.)

Only one internal file can be associated with each external
file for text I/O for both reading and writing. (See tests
CE3111A.E (5 tests).)

O Only one internal file can be associated with each external
file for sequential I/O for both reading and writing. (See
tests CE2107A..F (6 tests).)

Only one internal file can be associated with each external
file for direct I/O for both reading and writing. (See tests
CE2107A..F (6 tests).)

2-4
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CONFIGURATION INFORMATION

Temporary sequential files are given a name. Temporary direct
files are given a name. Temporary files given names are not
deleted when they are closed. (See tests CE21O8A and
CE2108C.)

Generics.

Generic subprogram bodies can only be compiled in separate
compilations provided that no instantiations of the
corresponding generics occur prior to the compilation of the
generic body. (See test CA2009F.)

Generic package bodies can only be compiled in separate
compilations provided that no instantiations of the
corresponding generics occur prior to the compilation of the
generic body. (See tests CA2009C and BC3205D.)

I

2-5
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CHAPTER 3

TEST INFORMATION

3.1 TEST RESULTS

Version 1.8 of the ACVC contains 2399 tests. When validation testing
of AlsyCOMP_013 was performed, 19 tests had been withdrawn. The
remaining 2380 tests were potentially applicable to this validation.
The AVF determined that 175 tests were inapplicable to this
implementation, and that the 2205 applicable tests were passed by the
implementation.

The AVF concludes that the testing results demonstrate acceptable
conformity to the Ada Standard.

3.2 SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS BY CLASS

RESULT TEST CLASS TOTAL

A B C D E L

Passed 68 862 1208 12 11 44 2205

Failed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Inapplicable 1 5 160 5 2 2 175

Withdrawn 0 7 12 0 0 0 19

TOTAL 69 874 1380 17 13 46 2399

3-1
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TEST INFORMATION

3.3 SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS BY CHAPTER

RESULT CHAPTER

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14 TOTAL

Passed 105 269 352 238 161 97 134 262 121 32 217 229 2205

Failed 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Inapplicable 11 56 68 9 0 0 5 0 9 0 1 16 175

Withdrawn 0 5 5 0 0 1 1 2 4 0 1 0 19

TOTAL 116 330 425 247 161 98 140 264 134 32 219 233 2399

3.4 WITHDRAWN TESTS

The following 19 tests were withdrawn from ACVC Version 1.8 at the
time of this validation:

C32114A C41404A B74101B
B33203C B45116A C87B50A
C34018A C48008A C92005A
C35904A B49006A C940ACA
B37401A B4A010C CA3005A..D (4 tests)

BC3204C

See Appendix D for the reason that each of these tests was
withdrawn.

3.5 INAPPLICABLE TESTS

Some tests do not apply to all compilers because they make use of
features that a ce,:piler is not required by the Ada Standard to
support. Others may depend on the result of another test that is
either inapplicable or withdrawn. For this validation attempt, 175
tests were inapplicable for the reasons indicated:

. C34001E, B52004D, B55B09C, and C55B07A use LONGINTEGER which is
not supported by this compiler.

C55B16A makes use of an enumeration representation clause
containing noncontiguous values which is not supported by this
compiler.

3-2



TEST INFORMATION

B86001D requires a predefined numeric type other than those
defined by the Ada language in package STANDARD. There is no
such type for this implementation.

BA2001E requires that duplicate names of subunits with a common
ancestor be detected at compilation time. This compiler
correctly detects the error at link time and the AVO rules that
such behaviour is acceptable.

C86001F redefines package SYSTEM, but TEXT 10 is made obsolete
by this new definition in this implementation and the test
cannot be executed since the package REPORT is dependent on the
package TEXTIO.

-- C87B62A..C (3 tests) use length clauses to specify the
collection size for an access type which is not supported by
this compiler. The length clause is rejected during
compilation.

* CA2009C, CA2009F, and BC3205D compile generic subunits in
separate compilation files. Separate compilation of generic
specifications and bodies is not supported by this compiler
when intantiations precede the generic bodies.

CA3004E, EA3004C, and LA3004A use INLINE pragma for procedures
which is not supported by this compiler.

CA3004F, EA3004D, and LA3004B use INLINE pragma for functions
which is not supported by this compiler.

AE2101H, CE2401D use instantiation of package DIRECT 1O with
unconstrained array types which is not supported by this
compiler.

CE2107A..F (6 tests), CE2110B, CE3111A..E (5 tests), CE3114B
and CE3115A attempt to associate more than one external file
with the same internal file, which is not supported by this
implementation.

D55A03E..H (4 tests) contain loops nested to depths > 17. This
exceeds the capacity of the implementation.

D56001B contains blocks nested to 65 levels. This exceeds the
capacity of the implementation.

3-3
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TEST INFORMATION

The following 134 tests make use of floating-point precision that
exceeds the maximum of 18 supported by the implementation:

C241130..Y (11 tests)
C357050..Y (11 tests)
C357060..Y (11 tests)
C357070..Y (11 tests)
C357080..Y (11 tests)
C358020..Y (11 tests)
C452410..Y (11 tests)
C453210..Y (11 tests)
C454210..Y (11 tests)
C454240..Y (11 tests)
C455210..Z (12 tests)
C456210..Z (12 tests)

3.6 SPLIT TESTS

If one or more errors do not appear to have been detected in a Class B
test because of compiler error recovery, then the test is split into a
set of smaller tests that contain the undetected errors. These splits
are then compiled and examined. The splitting process continues until
all errors are detected by the compiler or until there is exactly one
error per split. Any Class A, Class C, or Class E test that cannot be
compiled and executed because of its size is split into a set of
smaller subsets that can be processed.

Splits were required for 17 Class B tests.

B32202A B45102A B95069A
B32202B B61012A B95069B
B32202C B62001B BC3204D
B33001A B62001C BC3205C
B37004A B62001D BC3205D
B43201D B91004A

3.7 ADDITIONAL TESTING INFORMATION

3.7.1 Prevalidation

Prior to validation, a set of test results for ACVC Version 1.8
produced by AlsyCOMP_013, was submitted to the AVF by the applicant
for review. Analysis of these results demonstrated that the compiler
successfully passed all applicable tests, and the compiler exhibited
the expected behaviour on all inapplicable tests.
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TEST INFORMATION

3.7.2 Test Method

Testing of AlsyCOMP_013 using ACVC Version 1.8 was conducted
on-site by a validation team from the AVF. The configuration
consisted of two IBM PC-ATs operating under PC/DOS, V3.1, and a

IBM 370 3084Q target operating under MVS, V3.2. The host and
target computers were linked via magnetic tape.

A magnetic tape containing all tests was taken on-site by the

validation team for processing. The magnetic tape contained
tests that make use of implementation-specific values were

customized before being written to the magnetic tape. Tests
requiring splits during the prevalidation testing were not
included in their split form on the magnetic tape. The

contents of the magnetic tape were loaded first onto a VAX 750

computer, where the required splits were performed using the
VAX editor (EDT) driven by prepared command scripts. The

processed source files were then transferred to the host

computers via an Ethernet connection.

After the test files were loaded to disk, the full set of tests
was compiled and linked on the IBM PC-AT, and all executable

tests were run on the IBM 370 3084Q. Object files were bound
on the host computer, and bound object modules were transferred
to the target computer via magnetic tape. Bound object modules
were linked on the target computer and run. Results were

transferred to and printed from a VAX 750 via a SUN-3/160

connected to the target by a data-link using SNA protocol.

The compiler was tested using command scripts provided by ALSYS

Ltd and reviewed by the validation team.
Tests were compiled, linked and executed (as appropriate) using

two host computers and a single target computer. Test output,

compilation listings, and job logs were captured on magnetic
tape and archived at AVF. The listings examined on-site by the
validation team were also archived.

3.7.3 Test Site

The validation team arrived at ALSYS Ltd, Henley-on-Thames on
27th April 1987 and departed after testing was completed on

30th April 1987.

3-5
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APPENDIX A

COMPLIANCE STATEMENT

ALSYS Ltd has submitted the following
compliance statement concerning the
AlsyCOMP_013, V2.0.
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COMPLIANCE STATEMENT

Compliance Statement

r'ase Conr~figurat ion:

CompIer: AlsyCOMP 013, V2.0

lest Suite: Ada* Compiler Validation Capability, Version 1.8

Host >omputer:

Machine: IBM PC/AT

Operating System: PC/DOS

3.1

Target Computer:

Machine: IBM 370 3084Q

Operating System: MVS

3.2

_ Communications Network: Ethernet and magnetic tape

ALSYS Ltd. has made no deliberate extensions to the Ada language

standard.

ALSYS Ltd. agrees to the public disclosure of this report.

ALSYS Ltd. agrees to comply with the Ada trademark policy, as
defined by the Ada Joint Program Office.

___ __ __ __ Date: so______

ALSYS Ltd
M L J Jordar4
Marketing Director

.Ada is registered trademark of the United States Government
iAda Joint Program Office).
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APPENDIX B

APPENDIX F OF THE Ada STANDARD

The only allowed implementation dependencies correspond to
implementation-dependent pragmas, to certain machine-dependent
conventions as mentioned in chapter 13 of MIL-STD-1815A, and to
certain allowed restrictions on representation classes. The
implementation-dependent characteristics of the AlsyCOMP_013, V1.0 are
described in the following sections which discuss topics one through
eight as stated in Appendix F of the Ada Language Reference Manual
(ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A). The implementation-specific portions of the
package STANDARD are also included in this appendix.

Package STANDARD is

type INTEGER is -2 147 483_648 .. 2_147 483 647 ;
type SHORTINTEGER is range -32_768 .. 32767

type FLOAT is digits 15 range -(1.0-2.0**-56)*2.0**252
(1.0-2.0**-56)*2.0**252;

type SHORTFLOAT is digits 6 range
-(1.0-2.0**-24)*2.0**252 .. (1.0-2.0**-24)*2 0**252

type LONGFLOAT is digits 18 range
-(i.0-2.0**-112)*2.0**252 .. (1.0-2.0**-112)*2.0**252

type DURATION is delta 1.OE-4 range -86400.0 .. 86400.0 ;

end STANDARD;

0.
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PREFACE

A1Ni Y A s [B1.11 3 U) A la Com',r / r / 1 H l F is for program mneir . sof tware
engineers, project managers. educaitors aind students \ho want to de\ elop an Ada
prograim for ain\ IBI Systemi 170 t30XX or 43X\) processor that runs NIVS.

This appendix is a required part of the Re 'fL'n"Zc .11amweu foi- I/.,( 4, i

Lwzuc a.ANSI \IIL-S'FD l S 15.A. February ( ]S 3 ( th rouL;g h out this app1)e ndI x.
cita t Io ns I n square brackets refer to this manual). It assumnes that thle user is alread\

fa rnIlIia r \\ ith N NI VS operating sy stemn. and has access to the follow.%ing IBM

OS, VS' NIVS Over\iw GC28-0984

OS/ VS: Svstemn Programming Library: Job Management, GC28- 1303

OS,'S2' MVS JCL. GC28-1350

IBM1 System/37O: Principles of Operation, GA22-7000

*113B4 System. 370 Svstem Summary, GA22-7001
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Appendix F

Implementation-Dependent Characteristics

This appendix summarises the inplementation-dependent ch:(r:itic ,,f the -\ls\s
113NI 170 Ada Compiler.

The sections of this appendix are as follows:

1. The form, allowed places, and effect of every implementat ion-dependent
pragma.

2. The name and type of every implementation-dependent attribute.

3. The specification of the package SYSTEM.

4. The list of all restrictions on representation clauses.

,'. 5. The conventions used for any implementation-generated names denoting
implementation-dependent components.

6. The interpretation of expressions that appear in address clauses, including
those for interrupts.

7. Any restrictions on unchecked conversions.

8. An' implementation-dependent characteristics of the input-output
packages.

9. Characteristics of numeric types.

10. Other implementation-dependent characteristics.

I1. Compiler limitations.

The name .Ida Run-Time Executive refers to the run-time library routines provided
for all Ada programs. These routines implement the Ada heap, exceptions, tasking

S crntrcl. and ,,ther utpv.. fun:tiens.

1 Impleme'tation-Dependernt Pragmas

Ada programs can interface with subprograms written in assembler or other
languages through the use of the predefined pragma INTERFACE [13.9] and the

implementation-defined pragma INTERFACENAME.

1.1 INTERFACE

Pragma INTERFACE specifies the name of an interfaced subprogram and the name
of the programming language for which calling and parameter passing con\entions

.-IA / IBM. 370 .4lda Co ,ri lcr. .4 cnJii F. 'cr ion 2.1



I till he eunerated. Prienma INTFRF -\(E takes t he form peci'fed in the R, t

, , o_, ':C is the mnime of the other I:inguage xkh(,.e calling and
parameter passing C ontntiuns are to be used.

,*,.pp,,.', ;n zonau& is the name used within the Ada pr, - :ira to refer to

the interfa.ed subprogram.

The only language name currently a cepted by pragma INTERFACE Is
S-\SSE I BL E R.

The language name used in the pragma INTERFACE does not necessarily correspond
to the language used to write the interfaced subprogram. It is used only to tell the
Compiler how to generate subprogram calls, that is, which calling conventions and
parameter passing techniques to use. ASSEMBLER is used to refer to the standard
IBM 370 calling and parameter passing conventions. The programmer can use the
language name ASSEMBLER to interface Ada subprograms with subroutines written
in any language that follows the standard IBM 370 calling conventions.

Calling Con entions

The contents of all of the general purpose registers must be left unchanged by the
call, except register 0, which is used for returning results. On entry to the
subprogram, register 13 contains the address of a register save area provided by the
caller.

Registers 15 and 14 contain the entry point address and return address, respectively,
of the called subprogram.

.An interfaced subprogram should haxe the following structure:

* STM R14,R12,:2tR13) -- save registers

-- s.2pro;.',.rr. b, ,y

LM R14,R12,12(R13) -- restore registers

B1 R14 -- return to cal;er

.An\ registers which are altered by the execution of the subprogram should be saved
as the first action upon entry to the subprogram, using a single ST or STM
instruction. This enables the Ada Run-Time Executive to treat any interruption
occuring during the execution of the body of the subprogram as the implementation-
defined Ada exception SPURIOUS ERROR being raised at the point of call of the
subprogram. This exception is not \isible outside the Ada Run-Time Executive, and
hence cannot be handled by the Ada program.

. I JR tf 3 A CJa Cn'pdc,.. .4pP0,:.i.'x F I'erc ou 2.02
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earaineter-Passilg ('ontenlions

OIl entr to tihe sL1'progran, leg ister I cun tains the address 4 a parameter addr.es
I F :h %%ord in this list is an address correspondin g to a paraleter. I he last
', ovd in the list has its [it 0 (sign bit) set.

For actual parameters %, hich are literal values, the address is that of' a cp\ of' the
\alue of the paraeer-t for all other parameters it is the address of the parameter
object. Interfaced sut-prog-ams ha% e no notion of1 parameter modes. hen,:e
p.irameters whose addresses are passed are not protected from modification b% the
subprogram. e en though they ma\ be formallv declared to be of mode in.

No consistency checking is performed betw een the subprogram parameters declared
in Ada and the corresponding parameters of the interfaced subprogram. It is the
programmer's responsibility to ensure correct access to the parameters.

Parameter Representations

This section describes the representation of values of the types that can be passed as
parameters to an interfaced subprogram.

Inteer T\pes [3.5.4]

Ada integer types occupy 16 (SHORTINTEGER) or 32 (INTEGER) bits. An
INTEGER subtype falling within the range of SHORTINTEGER is implemented as
a SHORTINTEGER in 16 bits.

'V Enumeration Types [3.5.1]

Values of an Ada enumeration type are represented internally as unsigned values
representing their position in the list of enumeration literals defining the type. The
first literal in the list corresponds to a value of zero.

*Enumeration types with 256 elements or fewer are represented in 8 bits, those with
more than 256 elements in 16 bits. The maximum number of values an enumeration

0 type can include is 65536 (2*'16).

The ADA predefined type CHARACTER [3.5.2] is represented in 8 bits, using the
stand~rd ASCII codes [C].

FloatinM2 Point T\pes [3.5.7. 3.5.8]

Ada floating-point %alues occupy 32 (SHORTFLOAT), 64 (FLOAT) or 128
(LONGFLOAT) bits, and are held in IBM 370 (short, long or extended floating
point) format.

.4/svs 1B.4 370 Ada Compiler. Apendt.v F. 'crinr 2.0 3
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Fi \ed Point Y re' [3.5.9. 3.5.10]

-\da fi ed-point t I ,os are managed b\ the Compiler as the product of a signed
11'P,',,a and a con:ant Pma!!. The mantissa is implemented as a 16 or 32 bit
integer \alue. Sm:,,// is a compile-time quantity which is !he power of tv.o equal or
immediatel\ inferior to the delta specified in the declaration of the type.

lhe attribute NI.NTISS.A is defined as the smallest number such that:

* ** MANTISSA >= max (abs (upperbound). abs (lower bound)) / small

The size of a fixed point t\pe is:

IANTISSA Size

I .. 15 16 bits
16.. 31 32 bits

Fixed point types requiring a MANTISSA greater than 31 are not supported.

Access Types [3.81

Values of access types are represented internally by the 31-bit address of the
designated object. Note that bit 0 (the sign bit) of the 32-bit word holding a non-
null access value may be set or clear, depending upon certain conventions used by
the Ada Run-Time Executive, and must be preserved. The value zero is used to
represent null.

Array Types [3.6]

Ada arrays are passed by reference; the value passed is the address of the first
element of the array. When an array is passed as a parameter to an interfaced
subprogram, the usual consistency checking between the array bounds declared in the
calling program and the subprogram is not enforced. It is the programmer's
responsibility to ensure that the subprogram does not violate the bounds of the array.

Values of the predefined type STRING [3.6.3] are arrays, and are passed in the same
* way: the addrefs of the first z! %racter in the sttirg is passed. Elements of a string

are represented in 8 bits, using the standard ASCII codes.

-"

Record Types [3.7]

Ada records are passed by reference, by passing the address of the first component
of the record. However, unlike arrays, the individual components of a record may
be reordered internally by the Ada compiler. Moreover, if a record contains
discriminants or components having a dynamic size, implicit components may be
added to the record. Thus the exact internal structure of the record in memory may
not be inferred directly from its Ada declaration.

;-/sys IB. 370 Ada Compiler. Appendix F. I*er.ion 2.0 4
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Restrictions on Interfaced sul)programns

Ihe Ada Run-Time Exe.:Luti\e uses the S1It- (S\' 14 11 c IntLi.cd
subprogram s should a3 % id use of this tacilitx, or c] e re ,t, re I ltrrt li,,n lh t,,'e ,J]n L
to its original state tefore iturning to the \da prgramin. [lailure to d) , l nla\ IcAd
to unpredictable results.

Similarl.\. interfaced subprogramrs must not change the prgram ma, k in the Pro..r:r in
Status WVord (PS\V) of the machine %i thout restoring it before returr Ing.

1.2 INTERFACENAME

Pragma INTERFACE NAME associates the name of an interfaced subprogram, as
declared in Ada, with its name in the language of origin. If pragma
INTERFACE NAME is not used, then the two names are assumed to be identical.
This pragma takes the form

pragma INTERFACE NAME (subprogram name, string literal);

where

u suhpro, ram _name is the name used within the Ada program to refer to
the interfaced subprogram.

u stringliteral is the name by which the interfaced subprogram is referred
to at link-time.

The use of INTERFACENAME is optional, and is not needed if a subprogram has
the same name in Ada as in the language of origin. It is useful, for example, if the
name of the subprogram in its original language contains characters that are not
permitted in Ada identifiers. Ada identifiers can contain only letters, digits and
underscores, whereas the IBM 370 linkage editor/loader allows external names to
contain other characters, e.g. the plus or minus sign. These characters can be
specified in the stringliteral argument of the pragma INTERFACE-NAME.

The pragma INTERFACE NAME is allowed at the same places of an Ada program
as the pragma INTERFACE [13.9]. However, the pragma INTERFACENAME
must always occur after the pragma INTERFACE declaration for the interfaced
subprogram.

In order to conform to the naming conventions of the IBM 370 linkage editor/loader,
the link-time name of an interfaced subprogram will be truncated to 8 characters
and converted to upper case.

The Ada Run-Time Executive contains several external identifiers. All such
identifiers begin with the string "ALSYS". Accordingly, names prefixed by "ALSYS".
in any combination of upper and lower case, should be avoided by the user.

A0st's iSA! 370 Ada Compiler. Appendix F, ersion 2.05
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,I [\ample~

'.,,SAMPlE DATA

S.M !.LE 'EVIE X INT"(.;ER) r.turn INTEGER,

f ;ncti, n P1W('ES S _SAMFLE X INTEGER) returr INTEGER,
i [Private

pragma INTERFACE (ASSEMBLER, SAMPLE DEVICE);

rr: gma: INTEFRFA(E 'ASSEMBLER PROCESS SAMPLE);

pragn;a INTERFACE NAME (PROCESS SAMPLE, I'SANIPLE");

end SAMPLEDATA,

1.3 Other Pragmas

No other implementation-dependent pragmas are supported in the current version of
this compiler.

2 Implementation- Dependent Attributes

*There are no implementation-dependent attributes.

3 Specification of the Package SYSTEM

package SYSTEM is

type NAME is (IBM_370);

SYSTEMNAME: constant NAME:= NAME'FIRST;

MININT constant -(2'"31);
MAXINT c~nstant 2"%-1-1;

MEMORYSIZE constant 2-24;

type ADDRESS is range MININT.. MAXINT;

STORAGEUNIT constant 8;

MAXDIGITS constant 18;

MAXMANTISSA constant := 31;
FINEDELTA constant 2#1.0#e-31;

TICK cort)nt = 0 01;
NULLADDRESS constant ADDRESS := 0;

* subtype PRIORITY is INTEGER range 1 10;

-- These subprograms are provided to perform
[,. : - - READ/WRITE operations in memory.

generic

type ELEMENT TYPE is private;
function FETCH (FROM : ADDRESS) return ELEMENTTYPE;

A/sys [B.If 370 Ada Comitler. Appendix F. ''r.sion 2./ 6
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t. p FLEMENTTYt E iF pzrv.ai

ze iure STORE (INTO AII)RESS, OBJECT ELEM\ENT TYP'K

~.iSYSTEM,

The Leneric funct ion FETCH na be used to read data objec:ts from i'en add reC\SC,
in sto e. The generi- procedure STORE rna\ be used to wvrite data objects to- g.n
a d Jr e Se s in store.

4 Restrictions on Representation Clauses

Redresentation clauses [13.1] are not supported by this version of the Als\'s IBM 370
Ada Compiler. Any' program containing a representation clause is rejected at
compilation time. The pragma PACK 113.11 is also not supported. Ho\.%ever, its
presence in a program does not in itself make the program illegal, the Compiler Will
simply issue a warning message and ignore the pragma.

5 Conventions for Implementation -Generated Names

There are no I mple mentatilon- generated names [13.4] in the current version of the
Alsvs IBM 370 Ada Compiler.

The followking predefined library units cannot be recompiled:

ALSYS ADA RUNTIME
ALSYSBASIC_10
ALSYS BINARY_10
ALSYSCOMMON_10
ALSYS FILE MAN AGEMENT
ALSYSSYS__T0
CALENDAR
DIRECT_10
EBCD)IC
10-EXCEPTIONS
OS _ENV
SEQCLNE\_IAL iO
STANDARD
SYSTEM
TEXT_10
UNCHECKEDCONVERSION
UNCH ECKEDDE ALLOCATION

6 Address Clauses

Address clauses (13.51 are not supported in this \ersion of the Alsvs IBM 370 Ada

Coin pile r.

41' JR1 3 fffl 1 Ada Compiler. Arlictidix F. I 'rwon 2707



7 Restrictions on Unchecked Conversions

Un,:he,:ked conxersions [13.10.2] are allos ed onl\ bet%%een t. pes which ha\e the
,nine alue for their 'SIZE attribute.

8 Inp!it-Output Packages

The predefined input-output packages SEQUENTIAL _ 10 [14.2..1. DIRECT 10
114.2.5], and TENT_ 10 [14.3.101 are implemented as described in the Language
Reference Manual, as is the package IO EXCEPTIONS [14.5], which specifies the
e\ceptions that can be raised bv the predefined input- utput packages.

The package LOW LEVEL 10 [i4.6], which is concerned with low-level machine-
dependent input-output, has not been implemented.

8.1 Specif.ing External Files

The NAME parameter supplied to the Ada procedure CREATE [14.2.1] must
represent an MVS dataset name (DSNAME). The NAME parameter supplied to the
OPEN procedure [14.2.1] may represent a DSNAME or a DDNAME.

Files

An MVS dataset name as specified in the Ada NAME parameter may be given in

any of the following forms:

OPEN (F, NAME => "UNQUALIFIED.NAME", ... );

OPEN (F, NAME => "'FULLY.QUALIFIED.NAME"', ... );

OPEN (F, NAME => "UNQUALIFIED.PDS (MEMBER)", ... );

OPEN (F, NAME => "'FULLY.QUALIFIED.PDS (MEMBER)'", ... );

a .An unqualified name (not enclosed in apostrophes) is first prefixed by the name (if
any) given as the QUALIFIER parameter in the program PARNI string when the
program is run.

The QUALIFIER parameter may be specified as in the fo!lowing example:

/' STEP2G EXEC PG..I=IEB3,PARM='QUALIFIER(PAYROLL.ADA)'

A fully qualified name (enclosed in single quotes) is not so prefixed. The result of
the NAME function is always in the form of a fully qualified name, i.e. enclosed in
apostrophes.

Members of partitioned datasets are specified within parentheses.

The file name parameter may also be a DDNAME (see below) in the case of OPEN.

N1' S IB!f 3t0 4da Cmpzilr. .4 rrundix F. ('Crsi(, 2.0
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FORM\ Parameter

The FORM parameter comprises a (possibly empty) set of attributes (the FORM
parameter may. of course, be given as a null string [14.2.1]) formulated acc-.rd~ng to
the lexical rules of [2], separated b-, commas. Attributes are comma-separated;
blanks may be inserted betwkeen lexical elements as desired. In the descriptions
below the meanings of na/ural, poiiiir ,, etc., are as in Ada; attribute kevwords
represented in upper case) are identifiers [2.31 and as such may be specified without

regard to case.

USE ERROR is raised if the FORM parameter is illegal.

The attributes are as follows:

File sharing attribute

This attribute allows control over the sharing of one external file between several
internal files within a single program. In effect it establishes rules for subsequent
OPEN and CREATE calls which specify the same external file. If such rules are
violated or if a different file sharing attribute is specified in a later OPEN or
CREATE call, USEERROR will be raised. The syntax is as follows:

NOTSHARED I SHARED => access mode

where

access mode ::= READERS I SINGLEWRITER I ANY

A file sharing attribute of:

NOT SHARED

implies only one internal file may access the external file.

SHARED => READERS

imposes no restrictions on internal files of mode IN FILE, but prevents
any internal files of mode OUTFILE or INOUTFILE being associated
with the external file.

SHARED => SINGLEWRITER

is as SHARED => READERS, but in addition allows a single internal file
of mode OUTFILE or INOUTFILE.

SHARED => ANY

places no restrictions on external file sharing.

The default is SHARED => NOTSHARED.

4[.s fB.I! 370 4da Contrulcr. Appendix F. 'ersion 2.0



Re, rd size attri, ute

B\ default. rt',- rds are output a,:ordin c to the t._, g rules:

" for IVXT 10 and SIQ [FNI I AL 10. \:ari.il .e-length recird files
(RECFM = V).

" for DIRECT 10. fixed-Jeneth record file, RECFM = F).

In the case of DIRECT 10 for constrained tvpes the record size is determined by
the size of the type '%ith which the package is instantiated. The user can ,pecify the
record size attribute to force the representation of the Ada element in output records
of a gi\en byte size. Of course, such a specified record size must not be smaller
than ELEMENT TYPE'SIZE / SYSTEM.STORAGE UNIT; DATA ERROR will
be raised if this rule is violated.

There is just one case in which the record size attribute is mandatory, that of
DIRECT 10 for mode OUT FILE or INOUT FILE for unconstrained types. In
the absence of the record size attribute in this case, USE ERROR will be raised
(although the package may be instantiated without error).

If the record size attribute is specified, fixed-length records (RECFM = F) will be
generated.

In the case of TEXT 10, output lines will be padded to the requisite length with
spaces; this fact should be borne in mind when re-reading files generated using
TEXT_10 with the record size attribute set.

In the case of DIRECT_10 of unconstrained types, the length of each item precedes
the binary image of the item itself in the external file; it is held in 2 or 4 bytes

*: depending on the maximum size of the item.

The syntax of the record size attribute is as follows:

RECORDSIZE => natural

where namural is a size in bytes.

The default is

RECORD SIZE => ELEMENT TYPE'SIZE / SYSTEM.STORAGE UNIT

for DIRECT 10 of constrained types.

RECORDSIZE => 0

(meaning \ariable-length records) otherwise.

Carriage control

.h This attribute applies to TEXT_10 only, and is intended for files destined to be sent
to a printer.

.4l s 18/ 3-0 Ada ConU'i/er. .4ppendix F. I er.won 2.0 10
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For a file of mode OUT FILE. this attribute causes the output procedures of
TEXT- lO to place a carriage control character Is the first character of eerv output
re,:ord: 'I' (skip to channel 1) if the record follows a page terminator, or blank (skip
to next line) otherwise. Subsequent characters are output as normal as the result of
calls of the output subprograms of TEXT 10.

, For a file of mode IN FILE, this att:"bute causes the input rrocedures of TEXT 10
to interpret the first character of each record as a carriage co-trol character, as
described in the previous paragraph. Carriage control characters are not explicitly
returned as a result of an input subprogram, but will (for example) affect the result
of ENDOFPAGE.

I ,The user should naturally be careful to ensure the carriage control attribute of a file
of mode INFILE has the same value as that specified when creating the file.

The syntax of the carriage control attritute is as follows:

CARRIAGECONTROL => boolean

The default is CARRIAGECONTROL => FALSE.

* "DDNAME 2ttribute

*, .*, This attribute affects the semantics of the NAME parameter.

If the DDNAME attribute is specified, the NAME parameter is taken to be the name
of a DD statement which the user must have provided in the JCL to run the Ada• .] program.

CREATE will raist USEERROR if the DDNAME attribute is specified in its
. FORM parameter.

If DELETE is called for a file opened with the DDNAME attribute of the FORM
parameter having been specified, USE-ERROR will be raised, but the file will be
closed.

The syntax of the DDNAME attribute is as follows:

DDNAiE => roolcan

The default is DD\'AME => FALSE.

S8.2 Text Terminators

Line terminators [14.3] are not implemented using a character, but are implied by the
end of physical record.

a Page terminators [14.3] are implemented using the EBCDIC character OC
(hexadecimal).
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File terminnators [14.3] are not implemented using a character, but are implied b\s the
Send f ph's ical file.

The user should a,.oid the explicit output of the character .\SCII.FF [(C . If the u-er
explicitl\ outputs the character ASCII.LF. this is treated as a call of N[ V, -LINE

-, [ 14.3.4].

8.3 EBCDIC and ASCII
-XII 0 using TEXT [0 is performed using ASCII'EBCDIC translation.

CHARACTER and STRING %alues are held internally in ASCII but represented in
external files in EBCDIC. For SEQUENTIAL _10 and DIRECT_10 no translation
takes place, and the external file contains a binary image of the internal
representation of the Ada element.

P' It should be noted that the EBCDIC character set is larger than the (7 bit) ASCII and
that the use of EBCDIC and ASCII control characters may not produce the desired
results when using TEXT_10 (the input and output of control characters is in any
case not defined by the Ada language [14.3]). Furthermore, the user is advised to
exercise caution in the use of BAR (I) and SHARP (#), which are part of the lexis of
Ada, if their use is prevented by translation between ASCII and EBCDIC, EXCLAM

I and COLON (:), respectively, should be used instead [2.10].

Various translation tables exist to translate between ASCII and EBCDIC. The
predefined package EBCDIC is provided to allow access to the translation facilities
used by TEXT_10 and OS ENV.

The specification of this package is as follows:

package EBCDIC is

type EE-CDCCHARACTER is

nul, -- 0=0h
soh, -- 1 lh

stx, -- 2 = 2h

etx, -- 3 = 3h

E 4,

4 ht, -- 5 = 5h

. E 6,

de, -- 7 = 7h

E_9,

E_A,

vt, -- 11 B

p, -- 12 = OCh

cr, -- 13 = ODh

so, -- 14 = OEh

si, -- 15 = OFh

de 16 =lOh
A dcl, -- 17 = 11h

de, -- 18 =1.h
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dc3, -- 19 = 13h

E 14.

n, 2--21 =lSh

bs, 22 = 16h
E-17.
can, -- 24 = 18h

ern. -- 25 = 19jh

E_lA,

EIB,

EIC,

gs, -- 29 = lDh

rs, -- 30 = lEh

us, -- 31 = lFh

E_20,

E2 21,
fs, -- 34 = 22h

E_23,

E_24,

E_25,

etb, -- 38 = 26h

esc, -- 39 = 27h

E_28,

E_29,

E_2A,

E_2B,

E_2C,

enq, -- 45 = 2Dh

ack, -- 46 = 2Eh

bel, -- 47 = 2Fh

E30,

E31,

syn, -- 50 32h

E_33,

E_34,

E_35,

E_36,

eot, -- 55 = 37h

E_38,

E_39,

E_3A,

E_3B,

dc4, -60 = 3Ch

nak, -- 61 = 3Dh

'E_3E,
-- 63 = Fh

sp, -- 64 = 40h

E_41,

E_42,

E 43,

E 44,

E_45,

E_46,
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E 47,

E 46,

~E_4A,
E, -- 75 = 4Bh

6-- 7 = 4Ch

-- 77 = 4Dh

-- 78 = 4Eh

-- 79 = 4Fh

-- 80 = suH

E 51,
E 5 S2,

E_53,

E_54,

E_55,

E_56,

E_57,

E_58,~E_59,

-- 90 = SAh

-- 91 = 5Bh

S•-92 = 5Ch

-- 93 = 5Dh

-- 94 = 5Eh

-- 95 = 5Fh

-- 96 = 60h

'', -- 97 = 61h

E 62,

E_63,

E 6 4 ,

E_65,

E66,

E_67,

E_68,

E_69,

E_6A,

-- 107 = 6Bh

-- 108 = 6Ch

-- 109 = 6Dh
* ->', -- 1:0 -- CLI-.

-- iii = 6Fh

I'-. E_70,
E 71,

E72.

E 73,

*E74,

E-75,

E 76,

E 77,

E_78,

-- 121 = 79h

-- 122 = 7Ah
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' ', -- 3 -"3 7Ph

'1 1 4 7(h

125 71)h

, 12 7Eh

-127 F1,

E_80,

a 1.9 = 81h

-b130 = 82h

c ---131 = 83h

'd, -132 = 84h

'e -- 133 = 85h

f', -- 134 = 86h

g', -- 135 = 87h

h', - - 136 = 88h
1i, -- 137 = 89h

E_8A,

E_8B,

E_BC,

E_BD,

EBE,

E_8F,

E_90,

j, -- 145 = 91h

'k, -- 146 = 92h

-- 147 = 93h

m, -- 148 = 94h

-- 149 = 95h

-- 150 = 96h

p, -- 151 = 97h

-- 152 = 98h

-- 153 = 99h

E_9A,

E_9B,

E_9C,

E_9D,

E_9E,

E_9F,

EAC,

-- 161 = OAlh

.- = 6A2i
-- 163 = OA3h

lull -- 164 = OA4h

'v, -- 165 = 0ASh

w., -- 1(36 = OA6h

-- 167 = OA7h

'y, -- 168 = 0A8h

Z., -- 169 = OAgh

EAA,

EAB.

E_AC,

-- 173 = 0ADh

E_AE,

,.
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EAF.

E _BO.

EB3,

£ B4,

EB5,

£ B7,
E B8,

£_BA,

E-BB,

E C, -- 189 = OBDh

E BE,

E_. F - - 192 = OC~h

WA, -- 193 = 0Clh

'B', --19 4 = 0C' .h
'C', -195 = OC3h

-D'--196 = 0C4h
E', -- 197 = 0C~h

'F', -- 198 = OC6h

'G', --199 = 0C7h

'H', -- 200 = OC8h
'1', -- 201 = OCgh

£_CA,

ECB,
ECC,
ECD,
ECE,
ECF,

-- 208 = ODOh
-- 209 = ODlh

'K', -- 210 = OD2h
T -- 211 = ODlh

'',--212 =OD4h

'N', -- 213 = OD~h

'P,--215 = OD7h
-- 216 = OD8h

B.',--217 = 0Dgh

* EDA,
EDB,

* EDC,

EDD,
EDE,

EDF,
.V, -- 224 - OEOh

'5', --"26 - OE2h
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227 =OE~h

'C,228 OE4h
'", -- 229 -OE5h

S- - 230 CE~h

-- 231 =OE71i

-- 232 =OE8h

4 'Z'--233 = E9h
EEA,
E EB,
E EC,

A E ED,
E EE,
EEF,

''--240 = OFOh

'1,--241 =OFIh
'2', -- 242 = OF2h

W3, -- 243 = OF3h

'4', -- 244 =OF4h
'5', -- 245 = OF5h
'6' -- 246 = OF6h
'7', -- 247 = OF7h
'8', -- 248 = OF8h
'9', -- 249 = OFgh

E FA,

EFB,

EFC,

EFD,
EFE,

"p EFF);

SEL constant EBCDICCHARACTER E_4;

RNL constant EBCDICCHARACTER E_6;
GE constant EBCDICCHAR.ACTER: E_8;
SPS constant EBCDICCHARACTER := E_9;

ARPT constant EBCDICCHARACTER: E A;
RES constant EBCDICCHARACTER: E_4;
E NP constant EBCDICCHARACTER :=E_4;

POC constant EBCDICCHARACTER: E_17;

CBS Sconstant EBuDICCHARACTER :=E-lA;

Cul constant EBCDICCHARACTER= E-IB;
4,IFS constant EBCDICCHARACTER: E_iC;

DS constant EBCDICCHARACTER := E_ 20;
SOS constant EBCDICCHARACTER E-21;
W **S constant EBODICCHARACTER E_23;
BYP consts.-i EBCDICCHARACTER E_24;

INP con~stant EBCDICCHARACTER E_24;

LF constant EBCDICCHARACTER E_25;

SA constant EBCDICCHARACTER :=E _28;
SFE constant EBCDICCHARACTER: E_29;

SMl constant EBCDICCHARACTER :=E E2A;
SW constant EBCDICCHARACTER:=E _2A;

heCSP constant EBCDICCHARACTER :=E_2B;
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MFA c ,nstwat EBCDICCHIARACTER E_2C,

IR c: nsta:it EBCDIC _CHARACTER E 33.
IP cc,,nstart EBCDIC _CHARACTER _34;

TRN c,,nstant EBCDIC CHARACTER = E 35;

NBS c,nstarit EBCDICCHARACTER E-36;
-i SBS ccnstant EBCDIC_CHARACTER E_38;

IT constant EBCDIC CHARACTER := E_39;

RFF constant EBCDIC CHARACTER := E 3A;
C1'3 constant E1CDICCHARACTER := E_3B;

RSP constant EBCDICCHARACTER := E_41;

CENT constant EBCDIC_CHARACTER := E 4A;

SHY constant EBCDICCHARACTER := E_CA;

HOOK constant EBCDIC_CHARACTER := E_CC;
FORK constant EBCDICCHARACTER := ECE;
NSP constant EBCDICCHARACrER:= E_El;
CHAIR constant EBCDICCHARACTER:= E_EC;
EO constant EBCDICCHARACTER:= EFF;

E_ constant EBCDICCHARACTER := nul;

E_1 constant EBCDICCHARACTER := soh;

E 2 constant EBCDIC CHARACTER:= stx;

E_3 = constant EBCDICCHARACTER := etx;

E_S constant EBCDICCHARACTER:= ht;

E_7 constant EBCDICCHARACTER := del;

E_B constant EBCDICCHARACTER:= vt;

E_C constant EBCDICCHARACTER := np;

E_D constant EBCDIC CHARACTER := cr;
E_E constant EBCDIC CHARACTER := so;
E_F constant EBCDIC CHARACTER := si;
E_10 constant EBCDIC CHARACTER := dle;

E_ii constant EBCDICCHARACTER := dcl;

E_12 constant EBCDIC CHARACTER := dc2;
E_13 constant EBCDICCHARACTER := dc3;

E_15 constant EBCDIC CHARACTER := nl;

E_16 constant EBCDICCHARACTER := bs;

E_18 constant EBCDICCHARACTER := can;

E_19 constant EBCDIC_CHARACTER:= em;

E_ID constant EBCDICCHARACTER := gs;

E_IE constant EBCDICCHARACTER := rs;

E_IF constant EBCDICCHARACTER :=us;

E_22 con-tant EBCDICCHARACTER := fs;

E_26 constant EBCDICCHARACTER:= etb;

E_27 constant EBCDICCHARACTER = esc;

* E_2D co.stant EBCDIC _CHARACTER:= enq,

E_2E constant EBCDIC CHARACTER := ack;

E 2F constant EBCDIC CHARACTER := bel;
', E_32 constant EBCDIC CHARACTER .= syn;

E 37 constant EBCDIC CHARACTER eot;

E_3C constant EBCDIC CHARACTER = dc4;

E_3D constant EBCDIC CHARACTER nak;

E_3F constant EBCDICCHARACTER 2= sub;
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E_40 con st ant EBCDIC_-CHARACTER sp,
E_ 4B constant EBCDICCHARACTER

E_4C constant EBCDICCHARACTER

E_4D) constant EBCDICCHARACTER

E_4E constant EBCDICCHARACTER

E_4F constant EBCDICCHARACTER
E-50 constant EBCDICCHARACTER

E_5A constant EBODICCHARACTER
E_5B constant EBCDICCHARACTER 'S

E_5C sconstant EB CDICCHARACTER
E SD) constant EBCDICCHARACTER

ESE constant EBCDICCHARACTER

E_5F constant EBCDICCHARACTER=

E_60 constant EBCDICCHARACTER:

E_61 constant EBCDICCHARACTER 7
EGB constant EBCDICCHARACTER

E_6C constant EBCDICCHARACTER %
E_6D constant EBCDICCHARACTER:

E_6E constant EBCDICCHARACTER :=

E_6F constant EBCDICCHARACTER:=

E_79 constant EBCDICCHARACTER

E_7A constant EBCDICCHARACTER

E_7B constant EBCDICCHARACTER

E_7C constant EBCDICCHARACTER:@'

E_7D constant EBCDICCHARACTER
E_7E constant EBCDICCHAR.ACTER:

E_7F constant EBCDICCHARACTER:

E_81 constant EF3CDICCHARACTER :='a';

E_82 constant EBCDICCHARACTER: 'b';

E_83 constant ESCD!CCHARACTER 'c;
*E_84 constant E13CDICCHARACTER d;

E_85 constant E13CDICCHARACTER ''

E_86 constant E13CDICCHARACTER ''

E_87 constant EBCDICCHARACTER: 'g;

E_88 constant E13CDICCHARACTER: 'h';

E_89 constant EBCDICCHARACTER:='l

E-91 constant E13CDICCHARACTER

E_92 constant ESCDLCCHARACTER V
E_93 constant EB3CDICCHARACTER '11;
E_94 constant E13CDICCHARACTER

E_95 constant EBCDICCHARACTER:='

E_96 constant ESCDICCHARACTER '

E_97 constant EB3CDICCHARACTER 'pl
E_98 constant ESCDICCHARACTER 'q;

E-99 cons-.ant EBCDICCHARACTER:=Y

EAl constant E3CDICCHARACTER:-

EA2 constant EBCDICCHARACTER:=

EA3 constant EBCDICCHARACTER :

EA4 constant E13CDICCHARACTER V
EAS constant ESCDICCHARACTER V

EA6 constant E13CDICCHARACTER ''

EA7 constant E13CDICCHARACTER Y
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E AS constant EI3CDICCHARACTER
E- Ali c, ristzt ESCD)IC _CHARACTER

SAl) c, ikstanit E3CDIC _CHARACTE R
E_ BD cc:nstant EB3CDIC_CHARACTER

£-'t c,. cnstant EBCDICCHARACTER

% ECl c~istant E13CDIC -CHARACTER A W
EC2 constant EBCDICCHARACTER =1B3
E C3 cc nstant EBCDIC CHARACTER = C;
£_ C4 constant EBCDICCHARACTER 'D',
E CS constant EB3CDICCHARACTER E '
E CCO c-nstant EBCDICCHARACTER 'F'
E C7 c,tstant EBCDICCHARACTER '0'
E CS constant EBCDIC_-CHARACTER: 'H;
EC9 constant EBCDICCHARACTER: 'I'
EDO constant EBCDIC_-CHARACTER: ')'
EDl constant EBCDICCHARACTER: 'J;
ED2 constant EBCDIC_-CHARACTER: 'K;

ED3 =constant EBCDICCHARACTER :'L;
ED4 constant EBCDIC_-CHARACTER: 'M'

ED5 constant EBCDICCHARACTER :'N;
ED6 constant EBCDICCHARACTER: '0;

*E D7 constant EBCDICCHARACTER 'P;

ED8 constant EBCDICCHARACTER Q
*~~E_D9 constant EBCDICCHARACTER: 'R;

EEO constant EBCDICCHARACTER '

EE2 constant EBCDICCHARACTER 'S;
E_£3 constant EBCDICCHARACTER 'T;
EE4 constant EBCDICCHARACTER: 'U;
EES constant EBCDICCHARACTER: 'V;

E_£6 constant EBCDICCHARACTER: 'W';
EE7 constant EBODICCHARACTER: X;
E_£8 constant EBCDICCHARACTER: 'Y;
E _E9 constant EBCDICCHARACTER 'Z'
EFO constant EBCDICCHARACTER '0'

EFl constant EBODICCHARACTER 1I'
EF2 constant EBCDICCHARACTER '2'

EF3 constant EBCDICCHARACTER: '3'
EF4 constant EBCDICCHARACTER '4'

E_£5 constant EBCDICCHARACTER '5'
* 12 6 co..:tant EDCDICCHARACTER= '6;

E £7 constant EBCDJCCHARACTER= 'T
4E_£8 constant EBODICCHARACTER '8';

L_£9 constant EBCDIC-_CHARACTER ''

type EBCDIC_STRING is array (POSITIVE range <>) of EBCDICCHARA4CTER;

function ASCIITOEBCDIC (S :STRING) return EBCDICSTRING;

-CONSTRAINTERROR is raised if ESTRING'LENGTH /= A_STRING'LENOTH;
-procedure ASCIITO EBCDIC (A_STRING in STRING;

ESTRING out EBCDIC_STRING);
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f,::icti nt Ill(t>IC TO ASCII (S EBCPIC _STRING) iSTRING,

Co NST.I NT E R ROR ira: edi if E _STRING; LENG;Tt - A STItNi, LENG;TH

prc ~EIWYDCTO _ASCII (ESTRING in I-I3CDI . 'ru IN(;,

ASTRING out S;TRING),

en FPCDIC,

Vcpro:eJures ASCII __TO _E 13CDIC and E13CDIC -TO ASCI I are muchIJ mo1re
terf1_i~ient than the corresponding functions, as the\ do not make use of the program

1 1;.Note that if the in and out string parameters aire oif different lengths (i.e.
A _STRING'LENGTII = E STRING'LENGTI-f, the procedures will raise the
exc:eption CONSTRAINTERROR.

8.4 Package OSENV

Fill implementation- defined package OS__ENV enables an Ada program to
c:ommunicate with the environment In which it is executed.

The specification of this package is as followAs:

p. ck;age OS ENV is

subtype EXITSTATUS is INTEGER;

function ARG _LINE return STRING;

V procedure ARGLINE (LINE out STRING;
.4).",LAST : out NATURAL);

function ARGSTART return NATURAL;

procedure SETEXIT STATUS (STATUS :in EXITSTATUS);

procedure ABORTPROGRkIM (STATUS :in EXITSTATUS);

ev OS EN V;

The exit SitutS Of the program (returned in register 15 on exit) can be -set by a call

of SET_ EXITSTATUS. Subsequent calls of SET_-EXIT__ STATUS will overwrite
the elxit statl~s. whizh is by default 0. If SET__EX IT_- STATUS is not called, a
positive exit code may he set by the Ada Run-Time Executive if an unhandled
exception is propagated out of the main subprogram, or if a deadock situation is
dete:ted.

The follo, ing exit codes relate to unhandled exceptions:

[xceprion Code Cause of exception

NL'\IERICERROR:
I divide by zero
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icr im inanEt e rro r
4 ov e r hou nd Index cre

S ~upper lVonnd ilndt\ elfi
%6 length error

7 lower bound range error
Supper bound rinee eir(rr
9 null ac:,-ess \:ilue

STORAGE FRROR:
10 frame o\ ert lo\.

(u' erflow On S ulpr'gra11 L'tt r
II stack o' erflow

(overflow otherwk ISO)
12 heap overflow

PROGRAM ERROR:
13 access before elaboration

14 function left without return
SPURIOUSERROR:

15-20 <an erroneous program>
NUMERICERROR 21(other than for the abv eaos

0CONSTRAINT-ERROR 22(other than for the above rasons)
2-24 <unused>

25 static exception
(any' exception raised as the
result of a raise statement)

Code 100 is used if a deadlocking situation is detected and the program is aborted as
a result.

Codes 1000-1999 are used to indicate other anomalous conditions in the initialisation
of the program, messages concerning which are displayed on the terminal.

9 Characteristics of Numeric Types

p9.1 Integer Types

T1%ia n~e, of v aiues for integer types declared in pzckage STANDARD are as
follows:

SHORT INTEGER -32768 .. 32767 -2**15 1

INTEGER -2147483648 .. 2147483647 - 7*31 1

For the packages DIRECT__ 10 and TEXT__10, the ranges of values for types
COUNT and POSITIVECOUNT are as follows:
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CO LN T 0 214748-,647 - *3

1PC)SIII\ F ('()L \ I I- 1. 147481047 1~3 1

For the paci:age 'I E \VF__10. the range of values for the type FIELD is as fo I 10s:

FIELD 0 .. 255 - S 2*8

9.2 Floating Point T~ pe Attrihutes

SlIGHT FLOAT

DIGITIS 6
MA NTISSA 21
ENIAX 84

AEPSILON 2.0 **-20

SMALL 2. 0 **-85

LARGE 2.0 **84 * (1.0 - 2.0 *-2'1)

SAFEEM% AX 25 2
SAFESMALL 2. 0 *-253

SA FELARGE 2. 0 **127 *(1.0 - 2.0 *-2'1)

-e FIRST -2.0 **252 *(1.0 - 2.0 **-24)

LAST 2.0 ** '252 *(1.0 - 2.0 **-24)

MACHINERADIX 16
MACHINEMANTISSA 6
MACHINEENIAX 63
MACHINEEMIN -64
MACHINE ROUNDS FALSE
MACHINE OVERFLOWS TRUE
SIZE 32

FLOAT

DIGITS 15
MIA NTI SSA 51
EM NAX 204
EPSILON 2.d 0 3

.jSMALL 2.0 **-205

.jLARGE 2. 0 *204 *(1.0 -2.0 **-51)

SAFEEMAX - .

SAFESMALL 2. 0 5 -23

FIRST -2.0 **252 *(1.0 - 2.0 **-56)

LAST 2.0 ** 252 *(1.0 -2.0 **-56)

MIACHINE RADIX 16
MIACHINENMANTISSA 14
MIACHINEEM AX 631
MIACHINEENIIN -64
NIACHINE ROUNDS FALSE
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MIACH-IIN E OV'R FLOWS TRUE
SIZE 64

LONG _FLOAT

D I GITS 18
%IANTISS.-\ 61
EM A X 2144
EPSILON 2. 0 **-60

SMN A1 L 2.0 **-245

LA RG E 2.0 **244 *(1.0 - 2.0 **-61)

SAFEEMlAX 252
VSA FE SMALL 2.0 **-253

SAF ELAPGE 2.0 **252 * (1.0 - 2.0 **-61)

FIRST -2.0 *252 *(1.0 - 2.0 -112)
LA~ST 2.0 ** 252 *(1.0 - 2.0 --112)
MACHINERADIX 16
MACHINE MANTISSA 2 8
MACHINEEM AX 63

AMACHINEEMIN -64
*MACHINE ROUNDS FALSE

M A CH INEO0VE R FLO\\ S TRUE
SIZE 128

9.3 Attributes of Tpe DURATION

DURATION*DELTA 2.0 *-14

DLTRATION'SMALL 2.0 *-14

DURATION'LARGE 131072.0
rDU RATION'FI RST -86400.0

DURATION*LAST 86400.0

10 Other Implementation -Dependent Characteristics

10.1 Characteristics of the Heap

.All obj.zcts created by allocators go into the heap. Also, portions of the Ada Run-
Time Executive's representation of task objects. including the task stacks, are
allocated in the heap.

All cbiects "xhose ', IsIbi it\, is linked to a subprogram or block have their storace
reclaimed at exit.

Use of UNCHECKEDDEALLOCATION on a task object may lead to
unpredictable results.
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10.2 Characteristics of Tasks

Fhe default ta,k stack size is 16 Kb.\tes. but b. using the Binder option T.\SK the
Ssie tor all task staks in a program may [e -,t to an, size from, 4 K btes to 16

j'.,. l bytes.

"Fimeslicing is implemented for task scheduling. The default time slice is I000
1millisec,:Cds. but b ' us ing the Binder option SLICE the time slice ma% l'e set to an%

period of 10 milliseconds or mere. It is also possible to use this option to specif M
timeslicina, i.e. tasks are scheduled only at explicit s\ nchronisation point,.
Timeslicing is started only upon activation of the firt task in the program, so the
SLICE option has no effect for sequential programs.

Normal priority rules are followed for preemption, where PRIORITY ,alues run in
the range I .. 10. All tasks with "undefined" priority (no pragma PRIORITY) are
considered to have a priority of 0.

4-2

'". The minimum timeable delay is 10 milliseconds.
,

The maximum number of active tasks is limited only by memory usage. Tasks
release their storage allocation as soon as they have terminated.

- The acceptor of a rendezvous executes the accept body code in its own stack. A
rendezvous with an empt% accept b :ui (e.g. for synchronisation) does :--t cause a

*.'. context switch.

The main program waits for completion of all tasks dependent on library packages
before terminating. Such tasks may select a terminate alternative only' after
completion of the main program.

Abnormal completion of an aborted task takes place immediately, except when the
abnormal task is the caller of an entry that is engaged in a rendezvous. Any such
task becomes abnormal:% comp!eted as soon as the rendezvous is completed.

If a global deadlock situation arises because every task (including the main program)

is waiting for another task, the program is aborted and the state of all tasks is
displayed.

- 10.3 Definition of a Main Program

A main program must be a non-generic. parameterless, library procedure.

10.4 Ordering of Compilation Units

The Alsys IBM 370 Ada Compiler imposes no additional ordering constraints on
compil: tions beyond those required by the language. However, if a generic unit is
instantiated during a compilation, its body must be compiled prior to the completion
of that compilation [10.3].
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11 Limitations

11.1 (onpiler Limitations

- The maximum identifier length is 255 characters.

The maximum line length is 255 characters.

* The raximum number of unique identifiers per compilation unit is 1500.

* The ma\ imum number of compilation units in a library is 1023.

% The maximum number of subunits per compilation unit is 100.

' The maximum size of 'he generated code for a single program unit
(subprogram or task body) is 128 Kbvtes.

* There is no limit (apart from machine addressing range) on the size of
the generated code for a single compilation unit.

There is no limit (apart from machine addressing range) on the size of a
single array or record object.

* The maximum slze of a single stack frame is 64 Kbytes including the
data for inner package subunits which is "unnested" to the parent frame.

* The maximum amount of data in the global data area of a single
compilation unit is 64 Kbytes. including compiler-generated data.
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APPENDIX C

TEST PARAMETERS

Certain tests in The ACVC make use of implementation-dependent values,
such as the maximum length of an input line and invalid file names. A
test that makes use of such values is identified by the extension .TST
in its file n:ime. Actual values to be substituted are identified by
names th:t begin with a dollar sign. A value must be substituted for
each of these names before the test is run. The values used for this
validation are given below.

NAME AND MEANING VALUE

$BIG ID A .... Al
Identifier the size of the I ---- I
maximum input line length 254 characters
with varying last character.

$BIG 1D2 A .... A2
Identifier the size of the
maximum input line length 254 characters
with varying last character.

$BIG ID3 A .... A3A .... A
Identifier the size of the I ---- I I ---- I
maximum input line length 127 127 characters
with varying middle character.

$BIG ID4 A .... A4A .... A
Identifier the size of the I ---- I I ---- I
maximum input line length 127 127 characters
with varying iiddle character.

$BIG TNT LIT 0 .... 0298
* An-intez:er literal of value 298

with enough leading zeroes so 252 characters
that is is the size of the
maximum line length.

$BIG REAL LIT 0 .... 69.CEI
• A real literal that can be

either of floating- or fixed- 249 characters
point type, has value of 690.0,
and has enough leading zeroes to
be the size of the maximum line
length.
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TEST PARAMETER

NAME AND MEANING VALUE

$BLANKS 235 blanks
A sequence of blanks twenty
characters fewer than the size

4of the maximum line length.

$COUNT LAST 2_147_483_647
A universal integer literal
whose value is TEXT IO.COUNT'LAST.

$EXTENDED ASCII CHARS "abcdefhgijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
A string literal containing all
the ASCII characters with
printable graphics that are not
in the basic 55 Ada character
set.

$FIELD LAST 255

A universal integer literal
whose value is TEXTIO.FIELD'LAST

$FILE NAMEWITHBAD CHARS T??????? LISTING Al
An illegal external file name
that either contains invalid
characters or is too long if no
invalid characters exist.

$FILE NAME WITH WILD CARD CHAR TOOLONGNAME LISTING Al

An external file name that
either contains a wild card
character or is too long if no
wild card characters exists.

l $GREATER THAN DURATION 100 000.0
A universal real value that lies
between DURATION'BASE'LAST and
DUPATION' LAST if any, otherwise
any value in in the range of
DURATION.

-GPEAT'RTHANDUPATIONBASE LAST 10 000 000.0
The universal real value that is
greater than DURATION'BASE'LAST,
if such a value exists.

$ILLEGAL EXTERNAL FILE NAME1 T??????? LISTING Al
An illegal external file name.
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TEST PARAMETERS

NAME AND MEANING VALUE

$ILLEGAL EXTERNAL FILENAME2 TOOLONGNAME LISTING Al
An illegal external file name
that is different from
$ILLEGALEXTERNALFILENAME1.

$INTEGERFIRST -2_147483648
The universal integer literal
expression whose value is
INTEGER'FIRST.

$INTEGER LAST 2_147_483_647
The universal integer literal
expression whose value is
INTEGER'LAST.

$LESS THAN DURATION -I00 000.0
A universal real value that lies
between DURATION'BASE'FIRST and
DURATION'FIRST if any, otherwise
any value in the range of DURATION.

$LESS THAN DURATION BASE FIRST -10 000 000.0
The universal real value that is
less than DURATION'BASE'FIRST, if
such a value exists.

$MAXDIGITS 18
The universal integer literal
whose value is the maximum digits
supported for flcating-point types.

$MAX IN LEN 255
The universal integer literal
whose value is the maximum input
line length permitted by the

*implementation.

SMAXINT 2_147483_647
The universal integer literal
whose value is SYSTEM.MAXINT.

$NAME NO SUCH TYPE
A name of a predefined numeric
type other than FLOAT, INTEGER,
SHORT FLOAT, SHORT INTEGER,
LONGFLOAT, or LONGINTEGER if
one exists, otherwise any
undefined name.
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TEST PARAMETERS

NAYNE AND MEANING VALUE

$NEG BASED INT 8t20000000000#
A based integer literal whose
highest order nonzero bit falls
in the sign bit position of the
representation for SYSTEM.MAXINT.

SNON ASCII CHAR TYPE (NONNULL)
An er-,merated type definition for
a character type whose literals
are the identifier NON NULL and
all nonASCII characters with
printable graphics.
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APPENDIX D

WITHDRAWN TESTS

Some tests are withdrawn from the ACVC because they do not conform to
the Ada Standard. The following 19 tests had been withdrawn at the
time of validation testing for the reasons indicated. A reference of
the form "AI-ddddd" is to an Ada Commentary.

C32114A: An unterminated string literal occurs at line 62.

B33203C: The reserved word "IS" is misspelled at line 45.

C34018A: The call of function G at line 114 is ambiguous in
the presence of implicit conversions.

. C35904A: The elaboration of subtype declarations SFX3 and
SFX4 may raise NUMERIC ERROR instead of CONSTRAINT
ERROR as expected in the test.

B37401A: The object declarations at lines 126 through 135
follow subprogram bodies declared in the same
declarative pazt.

C41404A: The values of 'LAST and 'LENGTH are incorrect in
the if statements from line 74 to the end of the
test.

B45116A: ARRPRIBL 1 and ARRPRIBL 2 are initialized with a
value of the wrong type--PRIBOOLTYPE instead of
ARRPRIBOOLTYPE--at line 41.

C48008A: The assumption that evaluation of default initial
values occurs when an exception is raised by an
allocator is incorrect according to AI-00397.

* B49006A: Object declarations at lines 41 and 50 are
terminated incorrectly with colons, and end case;
is missing from line 42.

B4AO10C: The object declaration in line 18 follows a
subprogram body of the same declarative part.
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WITHDRAWN TESTS

B74101B: The begin at line 9 causes a declarative part to be

treated as a sequence of statements.

C87B50A: The call of "/=" at line 31 requires a u:.e clause

for package A.

C92005A: The "/=" for type PACK.BIG INT at line 40 is not

visible without a use clause for the package PACK.

C940ACA: The assumption that allocated task TTl will run

prior to the main program, and thu.- assign SPYNUMB
the value checked for by the main program, is
erroneous.

CA3005A..D: No valid elaboration order exists for these tests.

(4 tests)

I BC3204C: The body of BC3204C0 is missing.

D.
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